
Gas Checked PB Bullets
 

I’ve sat at the loading bench many times and looked at Lyman’s 457122HP design and thought
what a perfect design it was.  It has shot well for me in my Ruger Number 1 .45/70 and also in my
M1895 Marlin .45/70 with Ballard style rifling.  I yearly send some to a friend in Vermont who has
a micro groove Marlin and he reports good hunting accuracy in his rifle.  The only drawback is that
this bullet normally drops from the mould with a fairly small diameter and I get leading in the
Number 1 and occasionally in the Marlin when using shotgun powders.  If only Ideal/Lyman had
seen fit to bring forth a design in this same style with a gas check on it, it would be perfect.
 
With these thoughts in mind, Orygun Mark and myself have been working on swaging a GC shank
on the 358430 200 grain version for our .35 Remington Marlins for about two years with the
ultimate goal of making a gas checked version of the 457122HP.  After hundreds of e-mails and
dozens of experiments, we were successful on the 358430 but some bullet distortion did occur and
this is undesirable.  Trying the same methods on the 457122HP resulted in failure as the drastic
swaging of the base elongated the bullet more than was acceptable.
 
What we needed was a method to easily GC any PB bullet for rifle use without a bench full of
expensive, hard to fabricate tools.
 
One night I was reading an old article on Wilk gas checked bullets for higher velocities in rifles.
 
For those of you not familiar with the Wilk, it is several gas checks with a smooth hole punched in
the center of the check…in fact, most of the center of the check is gone.  Normally two (or even 3)
checks can be placed in the bands of a mould and the bullet can then be cast as normal and the GCs
form copper driving bands to allow stronger bullets and better accuracy at higher velocities than
with normal cast bullet.
 
I looked at that and thought, why modify the bullet, modify the check and the bullet will follow.
 
I repaired to the bench, fired up the pot, and punched some centers out of GCs per the Wilk
design.  I cast some and they looked beautiful. Then I started handing them and the smooth edges
of the punch cut didn’t allow for any grip so the checks came off.  Curses! Foiled again.
 
Later that night I got to thinking about the problem.  Several years ago when the Free-Chek craze
was on, my old shooting partner and I had messed with making pop can aluminum disks and
attaching them to the bullet base.  We encountered many problems so gave it up as there was no
solution in sight.  One of the things we learned was that if we took a aluminum disk and set it on a
bullet base and hit it with a nail, the protrusion sometimes bonded the disk to the bullet for use
during the loading cycle.
 



Perforated Checks
 
Then, I started thinking that if I holed a GC, maybe the protruding metal would bond with the
bullet during casting.  I punched 5 with an ice pick and
Gave it a try.  They worked like a champ.  Any with wrinkles or faults were dropped back in the
pot and the GC recovered with a pair of tweezers for recycling.
 

Perforated check in place in mould
 
The casting is remarkably easy.  Get the mould up to casting temp and then using glove or
tweezers, slip a perforated check in the base of the mould.  It fits relatively freely and drops right
in.  Close the sprue plate and cast.  The GC being lighter and less dense than the lead will float up
against the sprue plate.  The sprue cut will look ragged as you get a slight depression when you
punch the check but it will be flat and centered.  In reality, I found sizing these easier than sizing
regular GC bullets as the check was already on and seated so there was no hassle.
 
The only problem I encountered was that I’d occasionally forget to put the check in before closing
the sprue plate.  Old age is hell ain’t it?
 
The first checks had holes slightly off center as I was doing it by eye so a better method had to be
devised that would center the hole.
 



Prototype Punch/Anvil
Use with M die

 
My first model utilized an M die.  I removed the expander and replaced it with a sharpened 10-32
screw. An old seating screw was counter bored with a .190” diameter hole and the top was turned
down to accept a GC skirt down on what I call the “anvil”.  This rig allowed the check to be
perforated with the punch the center.  The other end of the “anvil” was turned down so that it
would fit in the RCBS shell holder on my Rockchucker.  I then had my rig and proceeded to punch
another 20. 
 
Here, another problem occurred.  The checks stuck on the punch.  The problem was bad enough to
aggravate me.
 
Getting this far, I cast 20 more bullets and loaded them in the .458 X 2” with a known accurate load
but one known to produce leading with this bullet/powder combo.  Shooting the following Sunday
produced the same or slightly better accuracy with no leading.  Got it whipped.
 
Now, I had a method to produce the holed checks.  I could produce an anvil for any diameter and
many bullets entered my mind…. The 429421HP for the .44 Magnum M94, the 358430 for the .35
Remington and a 375167 I have for use in the .375 H & H….as well as all of the nice .45 PB
bullets for the .45/70.  Let your imagination run wild.
 
I was still miffed by the hanging GCs on the punch.  My gun shop was closing so I sorted through
the orphan dies he had.  Among them were several Herter’s seating dies with a sliding bushing
similar to RCBS’s competition seating die.  I picked them up and headed home.
 
A bushing was made to fit a longer punch that fit into an adjustable screw on top.  A spring was
added to fit against the die top and provide downward pressure on the bushing.
 



Punch with automatic GC ejector
 

Automatic GC ejector disassembled
 

When used, my original anvil contacts the bushing and over rides spring tension and pushes the
bushing up to expose the punch that hits it right in the middle and punches the hole.  Retracting the
anvil allows the spring pressure to force the bushing down and eject the punch and it remains on
top of the anvil to be picked off with the fingers.  The punch is adjustable for depth so you can
choose almost any size hole.
 

GS puncher set up on Rockchucker
 

Now, I have the capability to GC any PB bullet and the 457122HPGCs are rolling off the line.
 

John Goins/akabeagle
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